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.REPORTS
folding of the nucleation cluster, formation of the helix 4 wouldinduce a "hydrophobiccollapse"(24) in the subdomainon
the right of Fig. 4, resulting in a more
extensive hydrophobic core around the
nucleation cluster (Fig. 3). In further
steps, hydrophobiccontacts with the first
subdomain mediated by the apolar side
chains of Leu48, Leu52, and Leu59 would
lead to further growth of the hydrophobic
core and proper spatial positioning of the
two subdomains (Fig. 4). Although this
selection of distinct folding events derived
from combined inspection of the structures of folded and urea-unfolded 434repressor(1-63) is largely hypothetical, it
may provide a platform for additional experiments to investigate spatial and temporal patterns of the order in which distinct, individual folding events take place.
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Attention-Based Motion Perception
PatrickCavanagh
Two "attentive"tracking tasks reveal the existence of an attention-based motion process.
In the first task, oppositely rotating luminance and color gratings were superimposed.
Because of masking from the color grating, the bars of the luminance grating were not
visible; nevertheless, their motion was visible and it determined the perceived direction of
the stimulus rotation. On the other hand, the bars of the color grating were visible but they
could only be seen to move (in the opposite direction to the overall stimulus rotation) when
they were tracked with attention. Ina second task, the perceived velocity of a color grating,
typically slow at equiluminance, speeded up when individualbars were attentively tracked.
These findings demonstrate two independent motion processes: one that is "low-level" or
automatic in that it signals motion even in the absence of attention to the stimulus, and one
that is mediated by attention to visible features and provides accurate velocity judgments
independently of the features being tracked.
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Attention often plays a crucial role in
motion perception. For example, when a
stimulus contains two components moving
in opposite directions, attentive tracking of
either one can reveal its motion independently of the other (1, 2). Many neurons in
primary visual cortex are sensitive to the
direction of motion (3) and attention might
act by selecting one or the other of these
low-level motion responses. However, the
experiments described here demonstrate
that the perception of motion during attentive tracking can arise independently of
low-level motion responses and may be
derived from the internal signals that move
the focus of attention (4).
In the first experiment, the stimulus was
constructed by superimposing color and luminance gratings that moved in opposite
directions around an annulus (Fig. 1A) in
order to eliminate the possibility of tracking
eye movements (5). Measurements of detection and motion thresholds, motion
strength, and tracking performance were
made. An unexpected feature of the results
is that the superimposedcolor grating greatly increased the separation between the
pattern and motion thresholds (6) for the
luminance grating. Without the superimposed color grating, the thresholds for seeing the luminance component and seeing it
move were very close, replicating earlier
findings (7). With the superimposed color
grating, both detection and direction
thresholds rose by a factor of 4 or 5, again
replicating earlier findings (8). However, as
will be seen, an additional order of magniDepartment of Psychology, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138.
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tude of contrast was necessarybefore the
luminancegratingcould be tracked,implying that the features that mediated the
detection of the gratingand its motion do
not supportits localizationor tracking.
The relative strengthsof the color and
luminance contributionsto the apparent
global rotation of the combined stimulus
were determinedwith a nulling procedure.
The color contrastwas set at 40% of the
maximumavailable contrast between the
red and greenphosphors(9), and the relative modulationsof red and green were set
to approximateequiluminancewith the use
of a minimum apparent speed criterion
(10). The observersthen adjustedthe contrast of the luminancegratingto null the
globalmotion seen in the annuluswithout
payingattention to the individualfeatures
of the two gratings.At low valuesof luminance contrast,the combinedstimulusappeared as a red-green grating rotating
smoothlyin the directionof the color component. At high values of luminancecontrast, the stimulusappearedto be a flickering red-greengratingrotatingwith a jerky
motion in the direction of th-eluminance
grating. At some intermediatevalue between 5 to 10%contrast(dependingon the
observer),the globalmotionwasnulledand
its directionbecameambiguous.
The samecombinedstimuluswasusedin
the trackingtask;however, the contrastof
the luminance grating was set to one of
eight values uniformlyspacedfrom 5% to
an uppervalue of 25 to 45% (11), whereas
the color contrastremainedfixed at 40%.
Foreach trial, the observercarefullyfixated
the centralbull's-eye.To begin the trial, an
inner pointer appearedbeside the pair of
1563

seen for the overall motion and the direction in which individual bars could be
tracked shows that tracking cannot be
based on motion signals from low-level
detectorsalone; if it were, then the luminance bars that were producingthe dominant motion signal in the stripedrangeof
Fig. IC could have been trackedat least as
easily as the color bars. If trackingis not
based on low-level signals alone, what is
the sourceof the motionimpressionsduring
tracking?One possibilityis that the signals
that keep attention positioned over the
trackedtarget provide informationon either location or displacementthat leads to
impressionsof motion (12). Within the
stripedzone of Fig. IC, the opposingmotion stimulusthereforedissociatesthe two
levels of motion processes that typically
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stimulusbarsto be attentivelytrackedand
rotatedalong with that pair for 1.0 s. The
pointerwas then extinguishedand the observer continued tracking these two bars
with attention for an additional1.5 s, after
which a test pointer appearedfor 240 ms
pointing to the tracked bars or to the
adjacentpair (on eitherside) with the same
contrast polarity. The observerpresseda
key to reportwhetherthe test pointerwas
aimedat the barsthat they had been tracking. Each observerparticipatedin at least
four sessions. For half the sessions, the
pointersindicatedcolor bars as targetsfor
tracking;for the other half, the pointers
indicatedluminancebars,andthe direction
of rotationwas set randomlyfor each trial.

-

Observershad normalor corrected-to-normal visual acuityand normalcolor vision.
The data for all three observersshowed
that colored bars could be tracked with
surprisingaccuracywell beyondthe point at
which the global rotation of the stimulus
wasoppositeto the directionof the colored
bars. In markedcontrast, the luminance
barswere difficultto trackeven when they
were moving in the same direction as the
global rotation. Trackingperformancefor
the luminancebarsdid not reach the 75%
thresholdvalue until the luminancecontrastwas two to four times the contrastat
which the globalmotion was dominatedby
the luminancegrating.
This dissociationbetween the direction

-

perimentexcept that the outer ringcontainedonly a color grating,which itselfvaried in luminance
contrastfromtrialto trial,and the rotationrate was 0.5 Hz. The innerring contained a luminance
comparisongratingof 15%contrastrotatingat an adjustablerate.
1564
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minance contrast of the color grating, dropping to a minimum at a particular value.
This replicates the well-known loss of speed
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forequiluminousstimuli(10). The tracking
judgments,on the otherhand, variedmuch
less as a functionof the luminancecontrast
of the color grating.
There are therefore dissociations between performancein global and tracking
motion tasks even when low-level signals
can easily be attachedto the trackedfeatures.Thus, both experimentsindicatethat
low-level signalsalone are not responsible
forthe perceivedmotionof trackedobjects.
This finding adds a second, attentionbasedmotionprocessto the passivemotionspecificdetectorsthat are thoughtto cover
the visual field with severalarraysof spatiotemporalcomparators(13). Attentionbased trackinghas been studied in other
contextsin which it appearsto be mediated
by a limited numberof object-specificprocesses (14). This attention-basedmotion
processprovidesa mechanismfor some of
the phenomenapreviouslygroupedtogether as long-rangemotion effects(15). However, many long-rangestimuliundoubtedly
engage both the attention-basedmotion
processand low-level processes,confounding the interpretationof the phenomena.
The experimentsdescribedhere demonstratethat the two processescan be studied
separatelyand imply that their individual
contributionsto "long-range"phenomena
may eventuallybe disentangled.
The thresholdsforperformingthe tracking task clearly link this process to the
visibility of the forms to be tracked, as
opposedto the visibilityof the low-level,
globalmotion that they produce.The visibility of luminance-defined
formsmeasured
in this fashionwas stronglymaskedin the
presence of superimposedcolor gratings,
implyingthat previousdetection threshold
measuresfor luminancestimuli (including
thosewith colormasks)werenot indicative
of the visibilitythat is requiredfor spatial
localization. Tracking of spatial features

depends on identifying form boundaries,
and it appearsthat the form signal from
luminanceis especiallysusceptibleto masking by color. This might be expected because any object travelingthrougha shadowed environmentwill have many luminance boundariesdriftingacrossit that are
unrelated to the object and need to be
discounted, whereas color boundariesare
more reliablytied to object borders.
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